
Gas Utility Solutions

Information is Power.
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Drive Powerful Information to Your Bottom Line

Efficiency. Agility. Responsiveness. It’s what most gas utilities require to be successful 
in today’s marketplace. It’s what your customers demand and regulators expect. 

To achieve these goals, you need more cost-effective ways to obtain meter 
reading data – and timely access to information that is often hidden within  
utility systems. 

Badger Meter ORION® AMR/AMI/AMA solutions are compatible with most 
commercially available gas meters and can help transform your meter reading 
system into an efficient, automated operation. The result? Reduced meter 
reading costs, improved data accuracy and better utilization of personnel. 

But our solutions do more. In either mobile or fixed network modes, our ORION 
technologies capture the data that feeds our ReadCenter® Analytics software.  
This powerful utility management tool will collect, organize and analyze your meter 
reading data – and provide you with the information you need to make better 
decisions across your utility. 

You can rely on gas measurement solutions from Badger Meter to optimize your 
operation – and drive powerful information to your bottom line. 

Proven, Utility-Matched Solutions
When you choose Badger Meter, you are assured a partner with a 
century-old reputation for developing state-of-the-art meter reading 
solutions matched to utility requirements. 

Originally designed for water meter reading and deployed by utilities 
across the United States, our proven ORION AMR/AMI/AMA systems are 
now delivering benefits to diverse gas utilities across the country. What’s 
more, combined gas and water utilities can reap additional efficiencies by 
deploying this one meter reading infrastructure – and ReadCenter Analytics 
software – across both utilities.

Gas Utility Solutions
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Rugged Hardware + Innovative Software = 
Flexible SoLUtIonS

Whether your utility is public or private, large or small, you can rely on Badger Meter 
solutions for frequent, accurate metering data that seamlessly integrates with  
utility systems.

Our flexible solutions are built on a product portfolio that includes gas meter 
endpoints, the latest AMR/AMI/AMA technologies, and analytics software.

Compatible with Leading Gas Meters
The Badger Meter ORION endpoint for gas meters is a totally integrated unit 
that mounts directly on the gas meter. ORION endpoints are compatible 
with most commercially available gas meters, including:
• Elster/American®
• Sensus, including the Invensys®, Rockwell®, and Equimeter® brands
• Itron, including the Actaris®, Metris®, Sprague®, and  

Schlumberger® brands
In fixed network or mobile modes, you can rely on ORION gas meter 
endpoints to deliver optimal read-rates very efficiently.
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Capture the Advantages of Fixed network  
or Mobile technology

Gas utilities can choose from two ORION hardware solutions: oRIon SE,  
a fixed network (AMI) system and oRIon CE, a mobile (AMR) system. 

The oRIon SE AMI system features high-powered meter endpoints and  
easy-to-use network data collectors to deliver precise daily meter information  
right to your desktop. With ORION SE you are assured:

• Effective two-way communication
• Hourly data reads to guide more efficient utility operation in real-time 
• Flexible backhaul options including cellular, Wi-Fi and LAN 
• Unlicensed, regulated FCC operation

With oRIon CE, you can achieve a cost-effective AMR solution that includes:

• Proven one-way communication 
• Scheduled mobile data reads to enable periodic data profile analysis
• Technology that can migrate to fixed networks through approved electric 

connectivity partners
• Unlicensed, regulated FCC operation

Partnering for Multi-Utility Solutions
To serve you better, Badger Meter has developed multi-utility alliances with 
industry leaders in electric utility fixed network technology. Thanks to these 
alliances, you can easily migrate from your ORION-CE system to one of these 
fixed network solutions – with no changes or reprogramming of the meter 
endpoints already installed in the field. For multi-utilities, this means you can 
apply a unified network solution across your electric/gas/water operations.
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turn Data into Utility-optimizing Information

No matter which ORION hardware solution you choose, you can count on 
ReadCenter Analytics software to transform the data you capture into information 
that can optimize your gas utility. 

Built to seamlessly integrate with utility systems, our ReadCenter AnalyticsPro  
and ReadCenter Analytics(+) platforms empower utilities to make intelligent, 
information-driven decisions. Both platforms enable:

• Billing data import/export
• Account group creation
• Standard exception reporting
• Custom reporting
• Two-way endpoint configuration
• Data profile analysis
• Mobile data collection

ReadCenter AnalyticsPro extends the capabilities of the software to include a 
customer service module – plus network data collection, system management and 
metering based analytics.
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Real Information. Real Advantages.

Specifically designed to improve utility performance, ReadCenter Analytics can 
enhance operations across your organization. Here are a few examples. 

Customer Service
With access to timely information, you can better respond to customer needs –  
and resolve billing issues.  

Resource Management
Using the analytics configurator, you can monitor the status of your system and 
components through proactive analytics and metering-based configurations. 

Gas Utility Solutions

Analyze a consumption 

profile over selected 

time periods and 

quickly respond to  

customer inquiries.

Current asset/system 

status is available via 

email, SMS text or 

dashboard notification.
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View a consumer’s gas 

consumption over time. 

Access an  

easy-to-read system 

overview via  

the dashboard.

Email reports directly 

through the system.

Energy Conservation
With ready access to usage data, you can provide your consumers with better 
information regarding the effect of in-home conservation efforts.  

 
Information Integration
ReadCenter Analytics seamlessly integrates with your utility system – and allows  
you to quickly visualize system performance.   

Government Regulation Compliance
To streamline regulatory compliance, you can configure a variety of reports within  
the ReadCenter Analytics system. 



Backed by World-Class Service & Support

To protect your investments, Badger Meter offers the service and support you need to keep your utility operations  
running smoothly and efficiently.  Our team of experts is ready to assist you:

Customer Service | 800-616-3837
From general product applications to order placement, our friendly and knowledgeable Customer Service team 
supports you every step of the way during the ordering process.

technical Support | 800-456-5023
Our Technical Support team provides you with the resources and technical assistance necessary to maximize your 
Badger Meter investments. Assistance is available 24 hours a day.

Field Support
When you need installation and project management for your meters or metering infrastructure, discover what 
Badger Meter Field Support has to offer. An accomplished team of experts is ready to assist you. We specialize in 
project management to help you get the most from your Badger Meter system.

training Support
Maximize your utility operations with the wide range of learning opportunities offered by Badger Meter. Courses are 
designed to help arm you and your team with the skills and best practices needed to successfully operate your utility.
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